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In the years past, several papers were published about the interface motion during thin 

film dissolution into semi-infinite substrate, e.g. [2-4]. In phase separating systems it was 
obtained from computer simulations that the interface displacement was proportional to the 
square root of the time, whereas in ideal systems a violation of the parabolic law was 
observed (from atomistic simulations on a discrete lattice and also from experiments in Ni/Cu 
system) on nanoscale [4]. 

In this paper, we investigate the influence of the interplay of the diffusion asymmetry 
and chemical effect (phase separation tendency) on the kinetics of the interface shift. We 
demonstrate by computer simulations how these parameters could influence the kinetics of the 
interface motion. 

The model used in our calculations is based on Martin's deterministic kinetic equations 
[1,4,6]. To investigate the interface shift, we started from the following initial condition: on 
the left and right hand side of the interface all the atomic planes were occupied only by A 
atoms as well as by B atoms, respectively. Then we followed the motion of this interface: the 
plane with the composition 0.5 – it can obviously lie between two atomic planes. The 
logarithm of its position versus the logarithm of the time was plotted. Fitting a straight line to 
the data, its slope gave the power of the function describing the shift of the interface (it will 
be called kinetic exponent and will be denoted by kc). Obviously for parabolic interface shift 
kc=0.5. 

Since we wanted to demonstrate the 
effects of the composition dependence of 
diffusion coefficients (m’ – the difference in 
orders of magnitude between the coefficients 
in pure A and B matrixes [1,4]) as well as the 
phase separation tendency (V – mixing energy 
[5]) on the kinetics of the interface shift, the 
parameters m' and V (or V/kT) were changed 
during the calculations. 

Figure 1. shows the initial values of the 
kinetic exponent, kc, versus V/kT for different 
m' values. As can be seen, there are significant 
deviations from the parabolic time dependence 
obtained from Fick II. equation. For a fixed 
V/kT value the kinetic exponent increases with 
increasing m’. Moreover for a fixed m’ the kinetic exponent decreases with increasing V/kT, 
and this effect becomes more pronounced with higher m’. For a detailed interpretation see [1].  

It is worth mentioning, that the deviation from the parabolic law is a real "nano-
effect", because after dissolving a certain number of layers (long time or macroscopic limit), 
the interface shift returns to the parabolic behaviour independently of the input parameters. 
This means that the continuum and discrete atomic equations do not give the same results at 
the length/time scale (nanoscale) investigated. 

For the further analysis of the character of the curves, it is worth studying the 
influence of m' and V/kT as well on the abruptness of the interface. It is known from previous 
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works that in completely miscible systems (V/kT=0) the originally sharp interface can remain 
sharp or the originally wide interface can become sharper if the parameter m' is large enough. 
A similar statement is valid for the parameter V/kT for m'=0: larger V/kT results in sharper 
interface. Regarding the combined effect of V/kT and m', we find that if m' is large enough 
the interface could be even sharper than for a relatively strong phase separation tendency (see 
Fig. 2).  

According to the discussions above, Fig. 1. reflects an interplay of two effects: i) the 
change of kc due to the phase separation tendency (V) and ii) the change of kc due to the 
diffusion asymmetry measured by m' (this can only be obtained from the discrete atomic 
equations).  This latter nano-effect - as was shown in [4] - should diminish for long diffusion 
distances/times. 

For the illustration of the 
importance of the above statements, it is 
worth considering typical values for V 
and m'. For example at those 
temperatures, where the diffusion 
coefficient is large enough to produce 
nanoscale diffusion already after several 
hours, m' can be between 4 (in Cu-Ni or 
Si-Ge systems at about 700~K) and 7.3 
(for Mo-V system at about 1050 K). On 
the other hand the value of V can lie 
typically between 0 and 0.05 eV. For 
example at 750 K:for Cu-Ag system 
m'≅ 1.5, V/kT=0.49 [2], for Cu-Fe system 
m'≅ 6, V/kT=0.55 [3], for Ni-Ag system 
m'≅ 5, V/kT=0.82 and for Ni-Au system m'≅ 6, V/kT=0.36. Thus one can conclude that there 
exist binary systems in which the deviation from the parabolic law can be observed 
experimentally as well on nanoscale. 
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FIG. 2: Sharpness of the interface for two 
different cases. The dashed line shows the 
initial position of the interface 


